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lntroduction

The model is a multispecies extension to the Beverton and Holt (1957)

yield equation with food and density dependent growth. It was outlined

in a previous lCES meetimg document (C.M.1973/H:20) and described in

more detail in an unpub1ished paper (Andersen, Lassen and Ursin, 1973)

available on request to the. authors. The deseription of a few changes

in the model is deferred to a forthcoming revision of the manu5cript

whereas a brief summary in mathematieal terms is attached below.

A substantial amount of data 1s necessary as input. Much of the rele

vant information apparently is not explieit in any publieation but may

be in the possession of experts in various eountries whose eooperation

is urgently needed. Col1eagues working on subjects relevant to the

model are requested to look earefully in to the table8 given below and

reaet (preferably in writing) against data which they believe in error

so that whereever possible facts can substitute guessas and qualiflad

guesses can substitute the author's unqualified ones.

The data pre5ented i5 being used in trial runs of an assessment program

written in FORTRAN IV for an IBM 370/165 situated at the Danish Technica1

University.

All data is supposed to refer to the situation on l.April 1960. The imme

diate aim is of course to have this data set refined as much as possib1e.

The next steps are (1) to provide similar da ta sets far the situation

about 1950 (bafore intensive fishing for industria1 purposes begah) and

(2) for the most recent year possible. Moreover, (3) to provids fishing

morta1ity coefficients for each spacies as a function of body size for

all years since 1950 (similar to Table 2 below). Ta a large axtent this

must bo done by interpolation, but it i5 important that such interpola

tion is done by a weIl informed person to ensure that no available in

dication of trends i5 omitted.

Armed with date es specified tha yield by year and age group of each

spacies sines 1950 can be simulated and poorly estimated parameters ad

jus ted unti1 the simulated catches agree with observed catches - or un

til it is realizsd that the model must be rejected as not sufficiently

realistic.

The sensitivity of the comparison of simulated and observed catches do

pends on the extent to which observed catehes can be distributod on aga

groups: another job which may be rather hazardous if not attenöed to by

experts.
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Another check of the realism of the model can be made by means of

tho two extensive data sets for 1960 (attached) and a quite reeent year

(not yet prepared). When the computer program takes the situation in

1950 (data not yet prepared) as an exit and simulates the development

using supplied year-by-year data for fishing mortality, then the simu

lated population numbers and biomasses far 1960 and the recent year

should camparn weIl with the data sets for thase years.

Only when and if the model passes such tests satisfaetorily ean it be

considered ready far cautious usa in eurrent assessment work.

The Speeies Considered

The speeies list includes eleven fishes, three bottom invartebrates of

different size, three plankton invertebrates cf different size, phyto

plankton (unspeeified) in suspension, phytoplankton near the bottam or

settled on it but not yat daad, and detritus near the bottarn or settled

on it. The battam and plankton invertebrates have no nemes: they repre

sent the entire biomass of invertebrates of their respeetive size elasses.

The eleven fish speeies are:

plaice

dab

lang rough dab

mackerel

herring

sandesl

coa1fish (saithe)

eod

haddoek

whiting

Norway pout

They represent 93 pet of total landings from the North Sea in 1956 and

91 pet in 1970. Dab and lang rough dab are of no eonsequenee to the

fishery but represent eonsiderable biomass. Amang the nine mueh fished

speeies Norway pout 8eems to have the smalle8t biomass. When dab and

long rough dab are added to the nine the list probably eontains the

eleven speeies most abundant by weight in the North Sea. The biomass

of all other species was disregarded as insignificant. Next to be in

eluded, had the list been langer, were sole and sprat, both interesting

speeies, ths sole beeause it fetehes high pricss and sprat because ths

stock seems to increase in recent years.

Computer time, however, is restrietive. Tho total number of categories

aecounted for in the program (counting sach aga group as ans category)
is 75 with tho implication that the main computational job i8 the
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numerical solution of about 225 simultaneaus differential equatians.

Tt is scarcely advisable ta inerease the number af categories. Should

it be decided to inelude sole and sprat a carrespanding number of age

groups of other species might be exeluded or some species (e.g., cod

and coalfish, dab and lang rough dab) might be poaled and treatod as

ane with intermediate parameter values.

Input Data

The North Sea is defined as leES region IV eonsidered to have an area
2. 112 52 3

of 5 EIL m (l.e., 5xlo m = 5xlo km) and a vo1ume of 5.5 E13 m •

Table 1 gives numbers und body weights"and thoir praduct far each aga

4It group of each spocies as they are assumed to have been on 1.April 1960.

The age is cuunted fram the alleged birthday (s8e below). Tho data was

callected by a crude seareh in available reports. Particularly the

numbers af pre-recruits and their bady size on I.April were difficult

ta find and are mostly guessed. In the ease of mackerel an arbitrary

reduction of published stock size data was made because it is unlikely

that the entire winter stock in the Northern North Sea is actually feeding

in the North Sea and preyed upon there all the year round.

Table 2 tabulates fishing martality coefficients for 1960 as a function

of body weight. It may be argued that in some cases age rather than

weight is the important agent in determining fishing mortality. Most

regulation meusures, however, rafer to body size one way or another.

Changes in such regulations are e8sily introduced into tables such as

Table 2. The program interpolates linoarly in tho tablos. Far body

lüeights bolow the first entry the martality is assumed zero. Far weights

above the last entry the mortality stated in the last entry is usod.

Tho aetusl number of entries for each species must ensure satisfactory

representation of martality changes with body size.

There are two mortality coofficients both dimensioned years-l:F, the

instantaneous coefficient of fishing mortality and 0, the instantaneous

coefficient of discard mortality. Discarded fish not surviving join the

detritus compartment of the model.

The fishing and discard martalitios are supposed to cover all kinds of

fishing effort including, e.g., the Waddensea shrimp fishery. Separate

tables for each fishery should be prepared and manually squeezed into

a comman table beforo introduced into Table 2. If more eonvenient a

subprogram eould be written to do that.
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Tho discard mortalities listod in Table 2 are mostly tho author's un

qualified guess. Most of them probably must be guossed anyway.

According to the plan a table like Table 2 should be propared for each

yenr since 1950 to be stored on disc and raad into core ons at a time

as the computer ca1culatos yields and stocks for suceessive years.

Invertebrates are so cursorily treated in the program that the fishery

for them was disregarded.

Table 3 states the spawning date, the age at first maturity and the 8gg

slze. The program is based on time units of ons month. Spawning according

ly must oceur when a new month begins.·There is no hatching time in the

• model: the "oggs" start eating immediately. For winter spawners with a

slow development that ptesents the problem whether the spawning date in

the model should be the average day of spawning or of conc1uding the yolk

sac stage.

On spawning a proportion of the spawning fish's tissue i8 transformed into

eggs. In the program it is done by assuming that 14 pct of the biomass of

the spawning ago groups is spawned. Tho percentage is difficu1t to a8sess.

Mu1tiplying published 8gg sizes by pub1ished 8gg numbers sometimes gives

incredibly large spawning losses probably, because e9gs contain more

water than the body of the fish. Of course it i8 on1y the fema~e stock

that producos egg8, but a spawning strain probably also causes weight

10ss8s in the male. The scatterod 1iteraturo on the topic sooms to need

a reviewer.

The aga at first maturity in an integral number of years (ar months, far

the smal1 invertobrates).

It would be simple to vary the proportion spawned by each age group so

that a gradual anset of maturity eould be simu1ated.

Table 4 gives the primary production at various dates in the course of

the year. The program perfarms linear interpolation in the tab1e. Ths

dates are with ons month's intorval, but it may be desirable to usa

shorter intervals when the produetion rate changes rapidly. Tho second

column of the table measures production as numbors per year of cells of

weight 2E-9g each in the entire North Sea (region IV, 5 Ell m2 ). In
. 2

column thre8 thes8 figures are reca1culated as grams carbon per m per

yoar, aS8uming .lg carbon par gram biomass. Tho bottom figures are the

maan annual production calculated as the mean uf the monthly values.
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It is not the immediate intention to inelude a different table far each

year~ Shou1d it however be possible to procure data indieating a trend

sinee 1950, or to obtain information on years or months with unusual

produetion rates it would be interesting to see if observed variations

in year elass strength of fishes eou1d be simulated. As tha program is

arranged now it has no obvious means of simulating sueh ehanges.

There are other parameters in the model than those discussed above

partieu1arly such deseribing growth and feeding. Thamodel, however,

adopts a growth curve slightly different from tha simple von Berta1anffy

equatian. This was necessary mainly beeause of the failure of tha usual

curve to deseribe satisfaetorily the larval and prereeruit growth. Few

othar authors have used the present variety of tha growth equation so

that eontributions to improvement of the parameter values ean searce1y

be expected. The listing of parameter values as used as present is

therefore deferred to a later oeeasion.

Out1ine of the Mathematieal Formulation

as deseribed by Andersen, Lassen and Ursin (1973).

The Beverton and Holt simple theory of fishing is assumed known. For

eaeh speeies i these authars have three differential equations:

dw.
2/3J. H.w. k.w.

dt = -
J. J. ]. J.

dN.1
-(F. 1'1. ) N.

dt = +
~ ~ ].

(1 )

dY.
1

dt = F.N.w.
]. J. l

Include a fourth equation:

dR i 2/3
-dt = f .h.w.

~ ~ ].

(4 )

where R. is food consumed by the speeies in question. Putting the rate

of food1eonsumption proportional to w2/ 3 agre8s with the positive term

af (1). The propartionality constant is h. when the fish eats all it ean.
J.

When it is not allowed to da so it eats the fraction f. of the maximum.
J.

f is called the fseding level (O~f~l). The fraetion v of food consumed

ends up in tha fish body, i.e., it equals tha positive term of (1).
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Thus,

2/3v.f.h.w. - kw.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

(lA)

so that H = vfh.

is determined by the expressionThe feeding level

f i = _~=-./_v _
tfJ. Iv +_1_
~ q.

~

(5 )

where V 1s the water volume. l/q. is known in literature on primary
~

production as the half saturation q. is a coefficient of the rate of
~

search for food constant. Vcp. is the sum of biomass of all kinds of
~

prey , each weighted by its availability G (o!: G ~l) to the predator:

(/Ji = .ICß. j =
j

'" G••L... ~J

j

w.N.
J J (6)

The suffix j designates the species or group consumed by the predator i.

That deals with the necessary amendments to the growth sector of the

Beverton and Holt model. In practice the negative term cf (1) 1s written

kwS/ 6 in stead cf kw, but that 1s not impertant in the present context.

The mortality sactor as described by (2) also needs a small refinement.

The natural mortality coefficient M of Beverton and Holt covers all

sources of m~rtality exoept fishing mortality. In order to describe inter

specific relationships M must be partitioned inte M=Ml+M2 where M2 is the

grazing, or predation, mortality:

~ = ( )
dt

- F. + MI. + M2. N.
~ ~ ~ ~

(ZA)

where M2. is, the fraction consumed cf the biomass of i by the biomass of
~

all groups preying upon i. With the terminology introduced above this can

be formalized as:

1M2. = -..;::....-
~ N.w.

~ ~

"" dR.L..-,......J
. dt
J

(7)
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The main achievement of the 8everton and Holt model as the basis of a

multispecies stock and yield model is the precise account of- and the

dynamic relations between- food consumed and predation mortality as

expressed by equating the instantaneous rate sums for all species in

the system:

i

':M2.w.N.
~ 1 ~ ~

i

~(dNi) • w. =2 dR i N. t OI'
- i 'dt"" predat ~ r''dt"" ~

2/3
= ~f. h. w. N.

L. ~ ~ ~ ~

This is particularly useful when there is kept a complete account of

phosphorus circulation.
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Table 1. Assumed initial stock size on 1. April 1960.

Age Numbers Weight Siamass
(years) (millions ) (g) (thousands tons)

1 Plaice

1 .167 4000 .10 .4
2 1.167 400 B.o 3.2
3 2.167 300 38 11.4
4 3.167 260 100 26.0
5 4.167 200 170 34.0
6 5.167 140 270 37.8
7 6.167+ 170 400 68.0

Total biomass 180.8

2 Dab
8 .000 4.3E8 .00014 60.2
9 1.000 10000 1.2 12.0
10 2.000 4100 17 69.7
11 3.000 2700 32 86.4
12 4.000+ 2700 Ba 216.0

Total biomass 444.3

3 lang rough dab
13 .083 2200 .01 .022
14 1. 083 2200 2.5 5.5
15 2.083+ 3500 39 136.5

Total biomass 142.022

4 Coalfish (Saithe)
16 .083 210 .1 .021
17 1. 083 110 70 7.7
18 2.083 53 300 15.9
19 3.083 27 740 19.98
20 4.083+ 27 1400 37.8

Total biomass 81. 401

5 Cod
21 .083 260 .1 .026

22 1.083 84 70 5.88
23 2.083 43 60b 25.8
24 3.083 22 1500 33.0
25 4.083 11 2700 29.7
26 5.083 6 4100 24.6

27 6.083+ 4 5700 22.8
Total biomass 141. 806

6 Haddoch
28 .083 3600 .1 .36
29 1.083 900 39 35.1
30 2 083 370 137 50.69

:31 3.083 140 254 35.56

32 4. oB3 + 90 490 44.10
Total biomass 165.8l
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Age Numbers Weight Biomass
(years) (millions) (g) (thousands tons)

7 Whiting
33 0.000 2.7E7 .0006 16.2

34 1.000 3200 24 76.8

35 2.000 820 86 70.52

36 3.000 320 139 44.48

37 4.000 130 192 24.96

38 5.000+ 87 350 30.45

Total biomass 263.41

8 Norway pout
39 .167 1.oE5 .1 10

40 1.167 4800 12 57.6

41 2.167+ 220 30 6.6

Total biomass 74.2

• 9 Mackere1
42 .833 2000 25 50
43 1.833 1500 125 187.5
44 2.833 1300 245 318.5

45 3.833 1000 336 336

46 4.833+ 3000 550 1650

Total biomass 2542.0

10 Herring
47 .583 8100 1 8.1

48 1.583 7200 32 230.4

49 2.583 4500 100 450.0

50 3.583 2700 128 345.6

51 4.583+ 4500 175 787.5

Total biomass 1821.6

11 Sandeel
52 .250 48000 .4 19.2

53 1.250 12000 4.3 51.6

54 2.250 7000 11 77.0

55 3.250 3200 19 60.8

56 4.250+ 2900 30 87.0

Total biomass 295.6

1-11, total biomass of fish 6i53

12 Benthos species A
57 .000 1.4E11 lE-5 1400

58 1.000 2.5E7 8E-2 2000

59 2.000 5.oE6 5E-l 2500
60 3.000+ 5.oE6 lE··o 5000

Total biomass 10900

13 Benthos species B
61 .000 3.2Ell lE-6 320

62 .083+ 1.oE9 2E-3 2000

Total biomass 2320
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Age
(years)

Numbers
(millions)

Weight
(9)

Biomass
(thousands tons)

160
1000
1160

lE 7
lE-5

1. 6E12
1. oE11

species C
.000
.083+

14 Benthos
63
64

Total biomass

12-14, total biomass of benthos 14380

•

15 Zooplankton
65
66
67
68

Total biomass

16 Zooplankton
69
70

Total biomass

species A
.083

1. 083
2.083
3.083+

species B
.000
.083 +

5.oE8
1. oE7
1. oE6
1.oE5

6.oElo
1.2E9

3.oE-5
1.5E-1
3.oE-1
4.5E-1

5.5E-6
1.8E-3

15
1500

300
45

1860

330
2160
2490

17 Zooplankton
71
72

Total biomass

species C
.000
.083+

8.7E11
1.6Elo

2.7E-7
9.oE-5

234.9
1440.0
1674.9

15-17, total biomass of zooplankton 6025

12-17, " " 11 invertebrates 20405

1-17, " " " animals 26558

18 Algae, pelagic
73 0+ 6El6 2E-9 120000

19 Algas, demersal
74 0+ lEl6 2[-9 20000

18-19, total biomass of p1ants 140000

1-19, 11 " 11 and anima1s 166558

20 Detritus, demersa1
75 0+ 1El6 2E-9 20000
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Fishing mortality coefficients (F) end discard mortality

coefficients (0) as a function of body weight, in 1960

(mostly guesses). On interpolation and extrapolation, see text.

Body weight r (years- 1 ) 0 (years- 1 )

1 Plaice
.7 0 0

2.2 .3 0
10 .3 0

20 .1 0

34 .02 .1
81 0 .2

140 1.0 .2
180 1.0 .1
200 .43 .05
250 .43 0

2 Dab
.3 0 0

.7 .03 0

2 .03 0

2.5 .01 0

12 .015 .2
21 .015 .3
45 .015 .3
59 .035 .37

3 Long rough dab
4 0 0
6 .02 0

11 .02 .2

4 Coalfish (saithe)
300 0 0
540 .45 0

5 Cod
4 0 0

10 .3 0
20 .34 0
75 .3 .2

240 .19 .2
520 .65 .2
650 .72 0

6 Haddock
2 0 0

8 .02 0

45 .02 .2
150 .1 .2
200 .75 .2
300 .75 0
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Body weight F (years- 1 ) 0 (years- l )

7 Whiting
.5 0 0
1 .03 0
2 .11 0
9 .11 0

27 .08 0
55 .08 .2

130 .08 .2
180 .52 .2
250 .52 0

8 Norway pout
2 0 0

10 .7 0

9 Mackerel
150 0 0
200 .03 0

10 Herring
5 0 0

15 .04 0
70 .22 0

157 .68 0
191 .47 0

216 .28 0

242 .23 0

11 Sandeel
1 0 0

2 .25 0

4 .25 0
8 .45 0
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13.

Date Age at fish Egg size
maturity (mg)

1 Plaice l. February 4 years 1.00

2 Dab 1- April 2 " .14

3 Lang rough dab 1- March 2 It 6.00

4 Coalfish (saithe) l. March 4 It .60

5 eod l. March 4 11 .60

6 Haddock 1- March 3 11 .60

7 Whiting 1. April 3 11 .60

8 Norway pout 1- February 2 It .60

9 Mackerel 1. June 3 " 2.00

10 Herring 1- September 4 " .60

11 Sandeel 1- January 2 It .20

12 Benthos sp. A 1- April 1 It .01

13 11 11 B 1- of aach month 1 month .001

14 11 " C 1- of each month 1 It .0001

15 Zooplankton sp A 1- March 1 year .03

16 " " 8 l. of ssch month 1 month .055

17 " 11 C 1- of ssch month 1 " .0027
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rable 4. Monthly rates of primary production 1960 as used in the

program.

Date of ce11s per
2

No. y8ar 9 C/m /ysar

15 January 3.oE22 12

15 February 2.8E23 112

15 March 1.1E24 440

15 April 8.oE23 320

15 May 5.1[23 204

15 June 1. 8E23 72

15 July 1. 8E23 72

15 August 1.1E23 44

15 September 4.5E23 180

15 October 2.1E23 84

15 November 4.4E22 17.6

15 December 2.2E22 8.8

Mean 3.26E23 130.53


